Spotted: Miley Cyrus & Liam
Hemsworth
It’s looking like teen queen Miley Cyrus and ex-beau Liam
Hemsworth might not be over after all.
Cameras recently
caught Cyrus grabbing lunch to go with Hemsworth. Radar Online
photographed the pair picking up food at Starbucks and Panera
Bread in the Studio City district of Los Angeles. The pair
fell for each other last year while filming the movie The Last
Song, but had announced a little over a month ago that they
were officially broken up.
Both Cyrus and Hemsworth were
suspiciously absent from the MTV Video Music Awards and may
have stayed off the white carpet to keep their renewed
interest in each other out of the public eye.What are the top
three reasons couples break up?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether you’re on screen or watching from home, maintaining a
relationship can be hard. Cupid has some insight into why
couples split:
1. Work and other distractions: Like Cyrus and Hemsworth,
often one partner has too much on his or her plate to focus on
the relationship. If you’ve spent too much time on an outside
project and not enough quality time with your mate, take an
evening to remind him he’s still your top priority. Make a
special meal, rent a movie, or book a couples massage!
2. Unfaithfulness: Rumors swirled around that Hemsworth had
his eye on other ladies near the end of his and Cyrus’
relationship.
The thought that one partner is looking to
stray can rip a couple apart.
Keep the spark in your
relationship by reminding your partner how much you love them.

3. Unequal relationship: When one partner has a different
level of commitment or wants more or less affection than the
other, it’s difficult to keep this imbalance from causing
issues. Compromise is the solution, but just make sure you’re
staying true to who you are to avoid an even bigger and
messier breakup in the future.

